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Abstract

The developed security scheme for user authentication, which uses both a password and the
various devices, is always open by malicious user. In order to solve that problem, a keystroke
dynamics is introduced. A person’s keystroke has a unique pattern. That allows the use of
keystroke dynamics to authenticate users. However, it has a problem to authenticate users
because it has an accuracy problem. And many people use passwords, for which most of them
use a simple word such as “password” or numbers such as “1234.” Despite people already
perceive that a simple password is not secure enough, they still use simple password because
it is easy to use and to remember. And they have to use a secure password that includes
special characters such as “#!(*)ˆ”. In this paper, we propose the automatic fortified password
generator system which uses special characters and keystroke feature. At first, the keystroke
feature is measured while user key in the password. After that, the feature of user’s keystroke
is classified. We measure the longest or the shortest interval time as user’s keystroke feature.
As that result, it is possible to change a simple password to a secure one simply by adding a
special character to it according to the classified feature. This system is effective even when
the cyber attacker knows the password.
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1. Introduction

A password is used to protect sensitive information and materials. These days, many people
have used various passwords due to the development of computers and the Internet. People
use a user ID and a password for user authentication on the Internet. The authentication
system involves confirming or denying the identity claimed by a person in real-time. Although
people use a simple password due to the case of usage and remembrance, it is better for
them to use a more secure password that includes special characters such as “#!(*)ˆ” in a
password because a simple password is vulnerable to attack from adversary. In order to solve
that problem, a biometric based recognition system uses the attributes from physiological
(fingerprint, face, iris, etc.) or behavioral (voice, signature, etc.) characteristics of the user
himself to perform recognition. But, many biometric techniques require specific tools such
as special video cameras to sample the corresponding biometric feature. On the other hand,
unlike other biometric methods, keystroke can be done without the aid of additional tools.
Because the primary hardware requirement for keystroke biometrics is a keyboard, keystroke
biometrics
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can be collected from virtually anywhere throughout the world
via an Internet connection without requiring an individual to
be at certain locations with access to specialized hardware.
Keystroke refers to the art and science of recognizing an indi-
vidual based on an analysis of his typing patterns. Biometric
authentication and classification procedures have traditionally
been implemented using physiological traits such as finger-
prints, retinas, and face, or using behavioral traits such as voice.
Typing on a keyboard is already a daily activity for many peo-
ple; thus, keystroke can be easily integrated into a person’s daily
routine. Keystroke dynamics verification is based on how the
user type in on a keyboard or other generic interfaces equipped
with keys, which may belong to a PC, or mobile devices. The
keystroke of a person has a unique pattern [1-11]. The relative
order in which users press and release keys can vary greatly
from user to user, especially while typing words or phrases
in which each user has a more established typing pattern. In
other words, keystroke dynamics can be used to authenticate
the users. For example, when typing the word “the,” one user
may release may press t, release t, press h, release h, press e,
release e, in that order, another user may press all three keys
quickly in sequential order before releasing all three keys at the
end. Generally, the longest or shortest delayed interval can be
measured in same interval position when one person strokes a
familiar word on the keyboard. In this paper, we propose the
automatic fortified password generator system which uses the
keystroke dynamics. At first, the keystroke feature is measured
while user key in the password. After that, the feature of user’s
keystroke is classified. We measure the longest or the shortest
interval time as user’s keystroke feature. As that result, it is
possible to change a simple password to a secure one simply
by adding a special character to it according to the classified
feature.

The organization of this paper is as follows. Section 2 de-
scribes the related works. Section 3 proposes an automatically
enhanced password generation system based on keystroke fea-
tures using special characters. And, in Section 4, we show the
experiment results. Finally, conclusions and future work are
presented in Section 5.

2. Related Works

The concept of user authentication based on keystroke dynamics
(KDA) is not new. The system was proposed by Gaines et al.
[1]. It has been the subject of many studies which to improve
the text-based KDA system utility [1-5]. Generally it has three

phases. In the first phase, the user’s keystroke dynamics patterns
are stored. In the second phase, the classifier that is applied to
a pattern recognition scheme is set up. If the classifier uses a
complex algorithm, the user must input the pattern many times.
In the last phase, a new classifier input is authenticated.

2.1 Keystroke Features

Four basic keystroke features analyzed previous studies are
described as follows [5, 6]. Figure 1 shows that First, Press–
Release time, it is the time interval between the stroke for key
ith and release of the same key, namely PR(i). Second, Press–
Press time, it is the time interval between the stroke for key
ith and the stroke for the successive key, namely PP(i). Third,
Release–Press time, it is the time interval between the release of
key ith and stroke of the successive key, namely RP(i). Finally,
Release–Release time, it is the time interval between the release
of key ith and the release of the successive key, namely RR(i).
It should be noted that the Release-Release time feature can
have negative values. Because the key release times do not
affect the order of the characters being typed, it is possible
for one key to be released before a previous key. Kang et
al. [3] proposed a method that generates good-quality input
data through artificial rhythms and cues. With good-quality
input data, an effective classifier can be generated. Hwang
et al. [4] evaluated the effectiveness of keystroke dynamics-
based authentication (KDA) on mobile devices. And the use of
artificial rhythms to improve authentication performance has
been discussed in the paper. Campisi et al. [10] proposed a
text-password KDA system that uses a cellular phone keypad.
Figure 1 shows four basic keystroke features when a user types
in a string “PDAGO”

2.2 Biometrics

Biometrics is the process of uniquely identifying individuals
based on one or more physical or behavioral characteristics.
Physiological biometrics is related to the shape of the body such
as finder print, face, and DNA; while behavioral biometrics is
related to the person’s behavior such as typing rhythm, gait and
signature. The brainwave pattern of every individual is unique
and that the EEG can be used for biometric authentication. The
uniqueness of EEG signals id particularly strong when a person
is exposed to visual stimuli, and the visual cortex area of the
brain on the backside of the head is the best place to measure
brainwaves, related to the visual sense. EEG is one of the
physiological unique characteristics of an individual. A number
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Figure 1. Four basic keystroke features when a user types a string
‘PDAGO’. PR, Press-Release time; PP, Press-Press time; RP, Release-
Press time; RR, Release-Release time.

of published reports have indicated that there is enough depth
in the EEG recording, rendering it suitable as a tool for person
authentication. Person authentication aims to accept or to reject
a person claiming an identity, i.e. comparing a biometric data to
one template. The need of a new behavioral biometric is derived
from the need of securing important facilities and important
information. Most of the market available secure systems can
be penetrated by hacking or by a mistake of one the authorized
personnel.

3. Proposed Scheme

The proposed system does not need to authenticate a user how
repeat keystrokes, unlike KDA. It makes the user comfortable
and facilitates the pattern classification because of the user’s
characteristics when he or she types in a familiar word are
almost concrete. In other words, while typing in a familiar
word, there is a high probability that the longest (or shortest)
delayed interval will appear in the same position and nearly
at the same time. The proposed system has three steps for
the fortified password generation. Firstly, the user types in
a password and the system records keystroke features of the
user. Secondly, the system evaluates the keystroke features that
are the longest or shortest delayed interval time comparing the
recorded delayed interval time of the keystroke feature. Also,
it selects one of the special characters to be inserted into the
simple password and decides the distinct section to be added the
special character. Finally, it produces the enhanced password
instead of the simple password. After that, the new password is
saved in a password database. As that result, if your system is
attacked by a hacker or malicious user then they could not steal

Figure 2. Processing steps.

Table 1. Special characters

Delay time x (ms) Special character

0 <= x < 200 !

200 <= x < 700 #

700 <= x < 1, 500 $

1, 500 <= x < 3, 500 ˆ

3, 500 <= x *

Figure 3. The simulator.

the password. The hacker try to key in a password but he or her
has a different keystroke feature. Figure 2 shows the processing
steps to generate the enhanced password.

By comparing each interval time of keystroke features a
section, where the shortest or longest delay time is the best, can
be determined. Then that section is set up as a distinct section.
After that, enhanced password can be generated by adding a
special character as shown on Table 1 to the distinct section.

4. Experiments and Results

We have implemented a simulator to estimate keystroke features
of password such as simple or familiar word and generated an
enhanced password. Figure 3 shows a simulator.

The keystroke delay and the automatic fortified password
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Figure 4. The probability of the same longest delayed interval by keystroke features. PR, Press-Release time; PP, Press-Press time; RP,
Release-Press time; RR, Release-Release time.

are displayed in each text box when a user key in a password
in the text box. For the experiments, we have determined the
subjects and subject’s familiar words. The subject typed in
a subject’s familiar word and that subject typed in the other
subject’s familiar words on the simulator. Each subject typed in
same method. Figure 4 shows the probability of the apperance
of the same longest delayed interval by keystroke features of
each subjet. The results describe the diffrent probability by
keystorke features even during typing in a familiar word. Gen-
erally, they show the good case in PP feature. However, in the
case of gika.kim, PR feature is good. And in the case of sd109,
RP feature bring up a good result. The above results show that
the most suitable feature of each case can be different beacuse
each user has his/her unique habit or charateristic while they
type in a same word.

5. Conclusions and Future Works

A person’s keystroke has a unique pattern. That allows the
use of keystroke dynamics to authenticate users. However, it
has a problem to authenticate users because it has an accuracy
problem. And many people use passwords, for which most

of them use a simple word such as “password” or numbers
such as “1234.” Despite people already perceive that a simple
password is not secure enough, they still use simple password
because it is easy to use and to remember. And they have to
use a secure password that includes special characters such
as “#!(*)ˆ”. In this paper, we propose the automatic fortified
password generator system which uses special characters and
keystroke feature. Firstly, the user types in a password and the
system records keystroke features of the user. Secondly, the
system evaluates the keystroke features that are the longest or
shortest delayed interval time comparing the recorded delayed
interval time of the keystroke feature. Also, it selects one of the
special characters to be inserted into the simple password and
decides the distinct section to be added the special character.
Finally, it produces the enhanced password instead of the simple
password. After that, the new password is saved in a password
database. As that result, if your system is attacked by a hacker
or malicious user then they could not steal the password. The
hacker try to key in a password but he or her has a different
keystroke feature. This system is effective even when the cyber
attacker knows the password. In the future, we will extend this
in order to use to the security field.
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